
Consulting Services

www.mecglobalgroup.com

MEC is dedicated to delivering value to clients by offering innovative 
and cost effective engineering, procurement, construction and  financing 
consulting services in the energy, infrastructure and real estate sectors.
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We measure our success by our integrity and innovative solutionsWe measure our success by our integrity and innovative solutions

energy
REAL ESTATE

Infrastructure

MEC Global Ltd. is an Engineering, Procurement, 
Construction and Financing (EPC&F) consulting 
company that provides strategic, flexible, and 
innovative solutions.

All our projects are led by  experienced directors 
and a team with a passion for delivering high-
quality EPC&F consulting solutions alongside an 
excellent level of service.  

We have a clear strategy of using our skills and  
unique value proposition to our clients. We are 
proud of the fact that 85% of all our work comes 
from either repeat or referred businesses.

Leveraging on our experience, we are actively 
seeking opportunities to expand our footprint 
internationally to countries in Africa, Middle 
East, and Latin America.
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ENERGY
Energy demand worldwide is growing at its fastest pace. Within the coming 
years, clean energy sources are expected to grow to at least 50% of the 
supply from their current share of less than 25%. Our ability to support this 
sector’s unique needs positions MEC to be a significant consulting supplier 
of expertise during the anticipated continued growth.

We understand that the expertise required for designing a complete 
generation facility starts with the permitting requirements and includes 
proficiency in equipment specification and procurement, site development, 
layout, foundation design, major equipment erection, and electrical 
distribution and control. 

Our extensive experience in major projects for all types of facilities lets MEC 
draw on lessons learned in many applications to address the technical 
challenges posed by energy. 
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REAL ESTATE
MEC’s real estate consulting helps clients turn critical and complex 
real estate transaction issues into opportunities, from business owners, 
governments, construction companies, and investors. 

We help our clients by leverage emerging technology and analytics 
to produce deeper, transformative insights in areas such as 
development, construction, valuation, due diligence, and portfolio 
optimization.  Our Real Estate Consulting practice helps companies 
turn critical and complex real estate issues into opportunities for 
growth, resilience, and long-term advantage.

With a deep understanding of the interplay between asset valuation, 
capital markets, and the changing real estate marketplace issues, 
we provide innovative solutions on how to enhance results and get 
ahead. 
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INFRASTRUCTURE

With an increased global demand for major infrastructure, project 
sizes of greater magnitude and more complex scope, MEC can 
develop creative and innovative solutions to meet clients’ needs.

We provide high-value solutions for bridges, highways, railways, airports, 
ports, harbors, Stormwater systems, utilities, waste management, water 
supply, and transit systems using innovative financing, development 
and construction delivery methods.

We serve as an extension of our client’s team to help design, build, and 
modernize infrastructure that improves the quality of life, promotes 
economic growth, enhances mobility, and achieves sustainability 
standards, to supports our client’s visions. 
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MEC provides a wide range of EPC&F consulting services to 
both the private and public sectors. We focus on providing 
high value, strategic technical advice, project delivery skills on 
a bespoke and personal scale. We have extensive expertise 
and experience in the following areas:

 " Project Financing
 " General Contracting
 " Project Management
 " Owner’s Representation
 " Procurement Management
 " Construction Management
 " Compliance Monitoring and Inspection
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PROJECT FINANCING
MEC  works with its sister company and other partners on how best to 
structure domestic and overseas projects for commercial bank debt, 
multilateral and bilateral institutional support, equity fund investment 
and credit enhancement. 

Our project financing services include:

 " Project Financing Due Diligence
 " Investors Sourcing
 " Project Capital Ventures
 " Structured Financing Solution
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CONTRACTING

Our general contracting services keep our clients’ goal at the 
forefronts of  each development and construction process. 
The projects MEC undertake are completed at the highest 
level of quality, value and safety.

We work diligently to develop the cooperation needed to 
achieve the common objective of  projects without violating 
the rights of the subcontracting team.

MEC general contracting services provide:

 " Outstanding Quality Control
 " Complete Safety Management
 " Experienced On-Site Management
 " Detailed Project Status Reports
 " Change-Order Management
 " Subcontractor Management
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
We provide experienced leadership, best practices, defined requirements, 
lessons learned, and innovative solutions to our clients. Our experience, 
collaborative teams, and proactive communications facilitate a decision-
making process to help the successful delivery of our client’s projects. 

MEC’s project management represents the interests of the clients that choose 
us to oversee their work and coordinate interfaces with other disciplines and 
stakeholders. We manage the owner’s design, construction, outreach to 
stakeholders, and the public. 

By leveraging MEC’s vast knowledge in managing large projects, our clients 
have access to tools and solutions developed to meet their specific project 
needs:

 " Real-Time Safety, Schedule, Cost, Quality, Cash Flow, and Status
 " Web-Based Systems that provide Real-Time Communication

  Information Access, Availability, and Reports
 " Simple, Low-Cost Implementation Processes
 " Specific Modifications to Meet Customer Requirements
 " Effective Business Processes and Methodologies
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As the Owner’s Representative, MEC ensures the project 
owners’ best interests are represented in every business 
decision, throughout each stage of the development and 
construction process.

MEC works in collaboration with the development and 
construction teams to ensure each project stays on schedule 
and within budget.

MEC’s representation services include:

 " Early Involvement
 " Development Assistance
 " Effective Planning  & Analysis
 " Budget Control
 " Schedule Management
 " On-Site Representation
 " Claims Resolution
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PROCUREMENT 
MANAGEMENT

MEC’s integrated, robust process methodology is customized to 
match clients’ specific procurement requirements. We explore 
new technological solutions and innovations to help save our 
clients’ money with strategies that go from conceptual studies 
right through to handover. 

Our procurement consulting services provide:

 " Sourcing & Purchasing
 " Logistics
 " Expediting
 " Vendor Quality Surveillance
 " Contractor Management
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CONSTRUCTION 
MANAGEMENT

MEC has an extensive history of collaborating with clients under 
construction management delivery model.

Our established methods assure a collaborative and team-
based approach with the project owner, lending our in-house 
expertise in project planning, design, permitting, supervision, and 
commissioning to owners on a term-specific basis. Our services 
ease clients’ human resource on-boarding for  projects.
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COMPLIANCE 
MONITORING & 

INSPECTION
We help our clients meet regulatory standard, support safety, 
and avoid costly delays.

Our project monitoring and inspection services include:

 " Budget Control
 " Building Condition Report
 " Permanent Milestone Monitoring
 " Construction Compliance Monitoring
 " Compliance Program Management
 " Reporting and Photo Documentation
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Construction and Rehabilitation of
Highways 400, 401, 403, 427, 50 & 529
 
Government of Ontario
Over $5 Billion 

Monitoring of site work
Approvals of shop drawing, means and methods
Quality control and quality assurance
Review and approval of changes orders
Monitoring of construction schedule
Contractual correspondence
Conducting project progress meeting

Transit Tunnel Liner Project

Toronto Transit Authority
Over $200 Million 

Monitoring of site work
Approvals of shop drawing, means and methods
Quality control and quality assurance
Review and approval of changes orders
Monitoring of construction schedule
Contractual correspondence
Conducting project progress meeting

Greening Government of Canada Buildings in

Toronto, Belleville, Peterborough,  and Orillia 

Government of Canada via SNC Lavalin-Profac
Over $200 Million

Cost benefits analysis
Energy audits
Finance due diligence
Program and project management
Construction management
Procurement management
Building condition assessments
Quality assurance and control
Owners representation
General contracting
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Power Generation Company in
Toronto and Mississauga

ForceEver Energy
$450 Million

Cost benefit analysis
Energy financing consulting
Program and project management
Procurement consulting
Owners representation
General contracting

Land Development and Construction
in Toronto, Saskatoon, Regina,
Mississauga, and Ajax

Project financing
General review and permit approvals
Construction management
Project management
Quality assurance and control
Monitoring and inspection
Owners representation
General contracting

Real Estate Construction in
Toronto, Mississauga, and Ajax

Project financing
General review and permit approvals
Construction management
Project management
Quality assurance and control
Monitoring and inspection
Owners representation
General contracting
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see more at www.mecglobalgroup.com/project



CANADA | EUROPE | MIDDLE EAST | AFRICA
info@mecglobalgroup.com | www.MecGlobalGroup.com

MEC’s integrated consulting solutions span the entire  
project life cycle: Engineering, Procurement, Construction, 
Commissioning, Maintenance and Project Management. 

We can deliver complex and challenging projects, anywhere 
in North America, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East.


